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Health Behaviors: Practical methods in the 
psychology of adherence and change

Amy Knight, PhD ABPP

UAB Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation

Objectives

Gain a better understanding of the gaps in 
efficiency and adherence in our programs

Learn strategies for behavior change

Present specific modules of importance to 
patient change and adherence
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Why We Change 

• Difference between where the person is and where the 
person wants to be, regarding a specific aspect of life

There is an internal motivation for change

• Change is often difficult because of ambivalence (there are 
pros and cons of change, reasons for the status quo) 

• Not because of lack of information, resistance or laziness 
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Values

For every ”why” there is a “how.”
oWhy is wellness important to you?
oWhat will you be missing out on if your health 

declines? 

We are more likely to stay motivated when we 
reorient ourselves to our core values and the 
reasons why we are doing something.

What do we want to change?

HABITS – business of adding/subtracting 

o Adding/mastering new behaviors

Exercise/healthy eating/Rx compliance

o Removing/reducing bad habits 

Smoking, drinking, fats/sugar/carbs, inactivity

o Less obvious bad habits 

Isolation, avoidance, stress

Getting ready for change
Do you have health and wellness goals that 
you are working on?

“I am going to try and do better” 
“Get healthy” “Eat better” “Exercise” “Lose weight” 

- Contemplation

Great! Now let’s get specific…
- Moving preparation into action
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Why all the Rx non-adherence?

Specific 
Beliefs

Necessity

Concerns

Necessity belief 
related to lower odds 

of non-adherence

Concerns associated 
with higher odds of 

non-adherence

Rx Adherence Strategy
Check patient’s understanding of treatment

Perceived necessity for and concerns about heart medications have been 
independently associated with adherence to beta blockers, ACEi/ARBs and 
lipid lowering drugs respectively  - (LaPointe et al., 2011) 

Adherence discussion
o normalizes medication non-adherence 
o facilitates a no-blame approach to Rx beliefs. 

Address concerns about their medications
o provide clear rationale for the necessity of the treatment
o identify any possible barriers.

Strategies for Behavior Change

o Promoting self-efficacy

o Effective communication

o Goal setting and action plans

o Skill building for mastery
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Self-Efficacy
The degree to which people believe they have the 
capacity to make changes in difficult situations

Importance of patient centric goals that fit values 

Support choice: 

It’s up to you. You’re the one in charge here.

Self-efficacy has consistently been found to be an 
important correlate of adherence to medical treatments
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Support Self-Efficacy

Reinforce responsibility and ability to succeed
oNo I in teamwork, no U either - is stupid

Express optimism that change is possible
Review examples of past successes 

Improving Self-Efficacy
Self-Efficacy: Judgment of capacity to perform specific 
actions - Bandura, 1997

Self-Efficacy 
Judgments Behavior

Mastery of 
Skills

Vicarious 
Experiences

Verbal 
Persuasion

Physiological 
State

Belief in ability to carry out a specific activity
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Effective communication
Education alone is often insufficient to improve 

adherence and sustain self-management behaviors

Education + communication = understanding

o Shared decision-making impacts adherence

o Patient centric strategies - utilize tools for their own care

o Self-management improves self-efficacy

Communication strategies to elicit change

Opening dialogue

Use open-ended 
questions

Listen reflectively 

Support self-efficacy

Offer empathy
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Communication strategies to elicit change

Opening dialogue

Use open-ended 
questions

Listen reflectively 

Support self-efficacy

Offer empathy
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Elicit motivation

Explore readiness to 
change

Values

Goals

Pros/Cons

Rank importance

Determine confidence
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Communication strategies to elicit change

Opening dialogue

Use open-ended 
questions

Listen reflectively 

Support self-efficacy

Offer empathy
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Elicit motivation

Explore readiness to 
change

Values

Goals

Pros/Cons

Rank importance

Determine confidence

Respond to resistance

Neutral feedback

Use reflection

Reframe negativity

Avoid disagreements

Shift focus

Reframe

Communication strategies to elicit change

Opening dialogue

Use open-ended 
questions

Listen reflectively 

Support self-efficacy

Offer empathy
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Elicit motivation

Explore readiness to 
change

Values

Goals

Pros/Cons

Rank importance

Determine confidence

Respond to resistance

Neutral feedback

Use reflection

Reframe negativity

Avoid disagreements

Shift focus

Reframe

Negotiate plan

Patient priorities

SMART goals

Ask permission to 
make suggestions

Establish commitment

Discuss support 
network

Questions that begin to elicit change talk
• Do you have health or wellness goals?  Top priority?

POTENTIAL 

• What factors seem to be barriers? What has been an obstacle for this in the past?

PROBLEM SOLVING TARGETS

• What is your current plan? How will you handle the obstacles?

LOCUS OF CONTROL

• How would you like things to be different? 

VISION FOR THE FUTURE

• What would that change allow you do? 

VALUES
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Improving adherence 
o Goal setting 
o Daily schedule
o Self-monitoring 
o Mindfulness
o Stimulus control
o Relapse management
o Problem solving
o Social support
o Assertiveness
o Maintenance 
o Affirmations

Goal Setting – personalized action plan

SMART  - sustainable, moderate, take baby steps
Specific – What exactly you are going to do?

Measurable – How are you measuring progress/targets?

Achieveable – Is this doable? Are you feeling confident?

Relevant – How does this relate to values?

Timebound – By when, how much, how often?

Daily Structure

Get a schedule
Stick to it
Regular sleep cycle – standard wake up time 
Problem solve non-compliance to schedule

Goals work best when introduced to existing habits and 
daily routines – use to scaffold new habits
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Pro tip: Schedule Your Exercise

Make it a habit! Treat it like 
an obligation in your 
calendar (e.g., doctor’s 
appts, meetings).

Daily routines sustain 
new behaviors

All moving is exercise – the lifestyle 
changes add up!

o Watching TV? Get up during every commercial
o Do a lap around your home
o Limit sitting episodes to under 30 minutes.
o Mix in active chores (e.g., taking the trash out, 

doing the dishes or laundry) between rest breaks.
o Stand up and walk around if talking on the phone
o Dance to your favorite music

Outside counts
o Walk or bike around your neighborhood
o Taking dog for walk (+/- spouse)
o Walking to the mailbox and back counts
o Gardening and yard work
o Not just golf - corn hole, croquet, ring toss

Sunlight is good for resetting sleep cycles and mental health

o Rainy day? Walk around indoor public space – big box 
store, grocery store, hospital, library
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Self-Monitoring
o Observation of target behaviors/outcomes – scales, 

food diary, calorie counting, fitness trackers

o Other impacts – energy, mood, sleep, productivity

o Monitoring increases self-awareness of personal 
behaviors – what works (process over outcome)

o Slows decision-making, more time for healthier choices

o Alerts individuals about serving size and the nutritional 
content of foods
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Mindfulness
Food intake is higher when people are in social 
settings or watching TV

Distractions reduce the ability to self-monitor
Slowing down and focus on eating sharpens the 
ability to recognize internal cues 
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Stimulus Control

o Change your environment - increase healthy 
choices, eliminate/reduce unhealthy foods

o Internal vs. external triggers
o Internal: boredom, anger, stress, sadness, 

tiredness, or feelings of hunger/thirst
o External: eating out, shopping, in response to 

advertisements, easy access
o Increase self-awareness of the behavior chain

Relapse Management

Failure is an important part of in the process
o Lapses are a learning opportunity
o Unlocks hidden barriers
o Revisit self-monitoring of habits/triggers
o Update plan with new goals and plan of action
o Support positive decision to get back on track
o A lapse doesn’t have to become a relapse 
o Offer encouragement
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Precontemplation

Contemplation

Preparation

Action

Maintenance

Relapse

No intention to change

Awareness but no commitment to 
change

Intention to change

Actively altering behavior

New behavior replaces old; 
sustained change

Resume old behavior patterns

Under stress, 
may default to 

familiar patterns 
of thought, 

emotion and 
behavior

Stages of Change

Problem Solving

Strategies to control factors that may lead 
to overeating and/or poor diet choices

Troubleshooting specific eating situations 
(e.g., dining out, holidays, birthdays)

TIME for planning meals, shopping and 
preparation are some of the biggest 
barriers to food choice, lack of exercise

Social Support

o More social support = more success
Enlisting friends and family

o Emotional: A shoulder to lean on when you're 
feeling discouraged

o Practical: Someone to watch the kids while you 
shop, cook or exercise

o Inspiring: An partner who encourages you to get 
out and move, will eat/prep your food
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Assertiveness

Find ways to exert more control in interpersonal dynamics

Get needs met without sacrificing others needs

Avoid triangulation in self and others

Avoid “you” statements w others – change lies within 

Don’t wait for someone else to change

What can you do to alter the dynamic

Co-dependency is real

Maintenance

Daily routines sustain the behavior

o Support and encouragement, feedback on goals 
and accomplishment

o Review strategies that are being used to avoid a 
return to the unwanted behavior

o Maintain a supervision plan that supports the 
lifestyle change: proactive friends, prosocial leisure
activities, and positive support

Affirmation

Positive reinforcement: 
o Validates experience and feelings

o Supports and promotes self-efficacy

o Acknowledges the difficulties experienced

o For affirmations to be meaningful it must 
be genuine and appropriate to the 
behavior
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Questions?

Amy Knight, PhD ABPP

UAB Departments of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation

CONTACT: ajk@uab.edu

Please consider me a resource as you build out your FND clinic!
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